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Clean and accurate data for 
better collections.
Tracers provides smart debt recovery solutions for superior collection results.

Easily prioritize accounts and skip trace 
debtors.

 » Current addresses and address history.
 » Reverse phone directory. 
 » Relatives and associates.
 » Up-to-date property records.
 » Judgments and liens.
 » Utility listings data and unbanked sources. 
 » Custom API integration & batch processing solutions.

Tracers collections and recovery solutions offer comprehensive data that will help you 
improve efficiency, work more effectively, and save time at every step of the collections 
process. Access over 42 billion records from multiple credit bureaus and unbanked 
sources with our cloud-based software, via batch processing or custom API integration. 
Count on Tracers to provide you with the tools you need to search, contact, and collect. 

Tracers helps you perform debt assessment, prioritize accounts for collection, and skip 
trace 99% of adults in the USA for faster recovery. View tax liens, judgments, and records 
pulled from unbanked sources to gather a more comprehensive view of someone’s 
finances – helping you prioritize accounts on which to focus your collection efforts. 
Increase right-party contact and boost recovery.
Tracers aggregates billions of data points across thousands of sources and cross-
checks them to help you verify identities and ensure you’re pursuing the right person for 
collection. Access, aliases, phone numbers, and increase right-party contact.

Skip trace debtors Increase right-party contact Boost recovery rates
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